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Resource Mapping - Additional Information

Community Youth Mapping: A Ten-Step Process
http://cyd.aed.org/cym/tensteps.html (​http:​/​​/​cyd.aed.org​/​cym​/​tensteps.html​)
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-	Community Youth Mapping is young people locating and documenting information about “places to go and things to do.”
-	A community that has successfully identified ad mapped its youth resources can then conduct informed and strategic community planning.
-	… no two communities are the same...
-	The primary goal of mapping community resources for youth is … to identify all of the resources that are available to young people in their community.
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-	… it is important to remember that this is a local effort.
-	… no two efforts are the same.
-	Resources:  
Services, 
Formal and informal programs, usually provided by government agencies and nonprofit organizations that address the recreation, education, mental health, crisis intervention, family support, health, spiritual and other needs of young people
Opportunities, 
Formal and informal chances to learn, develop new skills, help others, serve the community and be employed both inside and outside of organizations
Places to Go,
Locations within a community that provide safe and fun places for young people to meet one another
 Caring Adults
Any adult community residents who are trustworthy, understanding and caring, to whom young people can go for advice, help and mentoring
-	It is important to understand that resources are not always located in formal programs.
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-	The definition of community will vary from location to location.
-	What is important is not how the mapping team defines community but rather that the team is very clear on what community means to them before they begin the mapping activity.
-	… young people … not only help design and plan the mapping protocol; they … also … do … field work.
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-	… must develop a mapping protocol that is tailored to its particular definition of community.
-	One the protocol is developed … training.
-	Trained on how to identify a resource, conduct an interview using a professional approach, document a resource as well as using risk management while mapping.
-	… resources … identified must be collected in usable formats and analyzed … to determine:
o	the exact nature of the resources that are available …
o	where, how, when and for whom resources are available
o	which types of resources appear to be missing, inadequately available, inaccessible or poorly provided
o	which parts of the community are resource-poor
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-	… mapping is only a beginning
-	… the affect this process has on the young people who map their community … empowers and mobilizes them in such a positive and powerful manner…






-	Youth Mapper, “It gave me more incentive to keep working for my community, especially for youth … I was able to interact with adults on a one-to-one basis.  I improved my communication skills greatly and gained more self-confidence.”
-	Community Youth Mapping is:
o	… young people canvassing their neighborhoods in search of places to go and things to do.
o	… using a survey tool, to gather baseline information …
o	The Center defines resources as places to go, opportuni9ties and things to do.
o	… a way to mobilize youth and adults in the community around finding the resources and opportunities that exist in a community.
o	Community Youth Mapping is also a great way to identify gaps in available resources.
-	Use of Data
o	… look at what community resources really exist …
-	Easy Access to Data




o	… requires meaningful participation by youth and adults in a community.  Young people are the key stakeholders …
-	… a community has to ask … “What are the most accessible means to share information on resources to ensure that it reaches youth, parents, non-connected adults, politicians, and policymakers?”
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-	… intentional focus on the positive growth and development of all youth …




Improving Adult Outcomes for Youth with Disabilities:  Mapping and Aligning Resources
Transcript of NCSET Conference Call Presentation, January 29, 2002
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-	… resources in terms of strategic planning of human resources, of people power.
-	… (also called) asset mapping
-	… what resource mapping does is it  focuses on what communities have to offer by identifying assets and resources that can be used for building a system.
-	(resource mapping) … it’s a tool
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-	There is not a common definition for resource mapping or asset mapping …
-	Resource mapping … reveals the resources and assets in a community …
-	Resource mapping builds relationships …
-	Resource mapping focuses on the strength of a community … not its deficits …
-	… several key principles to resource mapping.
o	First … resource mapping builds on the strengths within a community.
o	Second … relationship driven … builds partnerships …
o	Third … it is not controlling.
-	… resource mapping embraces the notion of lateral leadership.
-	… resources are commonly duplicative … looking at how we can better align these resources.
-	… pre-mapping … mapping, data analysis, strategic planning and reporting and then finally implementation.
-	… pre-mapping … probably the most critical part of the mapping process …
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-	… first of all building the vision, setting the goals and developing partnerships.
o	… start out with a clear vision of what you hope to gain.
o	… you need to develop goals.  What are your desired results?  You need to make these … measurable, so, you know if you actually got there when you get there.
o	… another key strategy in pre-mapping is to develop partnerships and you need to think about the partnerships at the get go.
o	… think about the self-interest of these other partners.  What will it take to get them at the table and what will it take to keep them at the table.
-	The next step is mapping … probably the easiest step in the whole entire process.
o	… you want to go out and identify those resources in the community that help – that can help meet your vision or your goal …
o	… keep in mind that resource mapping is not just about the money.
o	After you collect all the data you’ll need to analyze it.  Where is the overlap and gap in the services and resources and then, again, share these findings with your partners.
o	… if there is a gap, you need to think about how you’re going to fill that.
-	… the last step is the implementation of the map.
o	… partnership development … continues to be key here along with communicating with your partners and potential partners.
-	Again, you need to start out with a very clear vision.




-	Everyone who’s involved in the resources mapping process does work toward a common goal and ultimately resources mapping allows you to achieve more together as a group than what you can alone.
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(referring to Lexington, Kentucky resource mapping)
-	… concerned about the fact that not enough of their graduates were moving on into jobs and even if they had jobs before they moved on from their secondary school experience they didn’t have the kinds of support they need to continue to be successful.
-	… looking to … identify resources that might be available for youth with disabilities during the transition process that they never knew existed before and that might help those youth access expanded types of support.
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(referring to Lexington, Kentucky resource mapping)
-	… they have been able to refer their youth to … additional ancillary services that they would not have otherwise accessed, especially transportation because for the folks in most communities that’s a big issue that confronts youth when they’re trying to get to and from different kinds of work experiences and it’s an issue in their adult life too …
-	… what the other partners got was the expertise of the Special Ed people about how to organize and set up a work experience with an employer …
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-	… a way to help youth get what they need without having to figure out who’s eligible for what.
(referring to Minnesota Department of Children, Families and Learning resource mapping)
-	… one of the lessons learned for them is that there is no one size fits all.
-	Web site www.ncset.org (​http:​/​​/​www.ncset.org​), click on topics, pull down menu, aligning school and community resources.
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-	… instead of coming to the table with – from a deficit perspective, people have come to the table with what do we have to offer and how can we work smarter?  How can we align the resources that we have?
-	… to get the work done and to meet the needs of youth within their community.
-	… resource directory … six months later that resource directory is usually outdated as people change and organizations move.









-	… the directory itself is not the end of the process, it’s how do people use it and how do people work together to make sure that these various resources are available to various youths … part of the ongoing process.
-	… self interest in bringing on the University there was to increase their enrollment and by getting them involved in this resource mapping process to improve overall resources or services for youth naturally their individual interest of increasing their enrollment is going to happen …
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-	… the question about how do you contact a community college.  One thing you might do is to find out if there is a community college representative on the local workforce investment board and that person either might be the person to talk to or could at least tell you who would be a good resource …
-	… Web site that you can use in looking at postsecondary questions and how to find what are the core features of a good system … cds.Hawaii.edu
-	… the other, kind of, unintended consequence in a good way of going through this effort is that it helps communities to better articulate where the gaps are and to demonstrate that they are working together to try and do the best they can with the resources.
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-	… information that would be useable with leaders either in your community or at the state level to help support critical issues related to transition.
-	A final conceptual idea or a comment: the question that was asked about money as a problem … this is a process that really helps everybody expand their respective pies.




Community Resource Mapping:  




-	… need strategies to improve working relationships …
-	Community Resource Mapping facilitates the identification, alignment, and leveraging of community resources …
-	Mapping focuses on what communities have to offer by identifying assets and resources …
-	… focuses on what is already present in the community.
-	… mapping is relationship driven.
-	… mapping embraces the notion that to realize vision and meet goals, a community may have to work across programmatic and geographic boundaries.




-	It starts with establishing a shared vision, definitions, priorities, and desired results.
-	Once a vision and aligned goals are recognized, community partners must work together to identify the type of mapping to be completed, data collection strategies, and related timelines.
-	Once data are collected, key stakeholders analyze the data to identify assets and overlaps, as well as any priorities that lack resources.
-	Community partners then design strategies to build on strengths and eliminate gaps.
-	… last step … the implementation of the action plan or strategies designed by the stakeholders.
-	It is critical throughout the mapping process that partners meet on a regular basis and that a leader convenes the group.
-	… mapping is a process that requires strong partnerships; clear goals that everyone in the partnership support; good communication; commitment to collecting relevant data and analyzing the data for gaps and overlaps; on-going evaluation to ensure continuous improvement; and specific, strategic actions based on the information learned.
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-	… started their work by recognizing the strengths in their community.




